
Smart Vento 3 S2

Smart Wireless Technologie
Dolby Audio & DTS Digital Surround
Digitale Klangoptimierung
Bluetooth

€2,500.00 *
inkl. MwSt.

    

Active and wireless

The new Smart Vento 3 S2 - better than ever before

Elegant, classy and yet visually restrained is the design of our new Smart Vento 3 S2. This compact loudspeaker hits

the nerve of the time with its modern design: rounded cabinet edges, the radii refined differently executed, meet

gently curved side panels and high-quality painted surfaces. Newly developed drivers with membranes made of

titanium graphite and aluminum oxide ceramics ensure that even music lovers with the highest demands on sound

quality can enjoy their favorite tracks without any ifs and buts. Powerful active modules with 350 watts of power

per speaker ensure the incomparable dynamics of the compact speakers, which are designed to be easy to use in

living rooms. Their universal talents make the Smart Vento 3 S2 the perfect solo entertainer and a powerful sound

partner in a home theater multi-channel system.



Sovereign dynamic sound thanks to titanium graphite
technology

In our development lab, new speaker drivers were designed that raise our Smart Vento 3 S2 to a new level,

both technically and sonically. The drivers with matt shimmering titanium graphite membranes were

developed with the aim of minimizing or completely eliminating sound-damaging partial vibrations. Our

existing titanium drivers are chemically processed through an elaborate process, which further improves their

technical and sonic properties. With less weight, our Titanium Graphite drivers are stiffer and have better

internal damping. They operate completely without sound-damaging partial vibrations in the entire useful and

transfer range of the chassis. Result: The compact 2-way bass reflex speakers sound tremendously dynamic

and act at the same time wonderfully relaxed.

Elegant and efficient: The cabinets
At Canton, cabinets don't just have to look good - they also have to meet our high, technical requirements. For

our new Smart Vento 3 S2, we have incorporated a number of changes compared to its predecessor that

benefit more than just the design. Revised housing radii and a minimally increased housing depth and width

provide a larger interior volume. This allows the Smart Vento 3 S2 to be tuned with more bandwidth in the low

frequency range. In addition, the new design provides increased elegance and less influence of the cabinet

itself on the sound. The loudspeaker models are elaborately constructed from multi-layer laminate to obtain



particularly solid and low-resonance cabinets, which are indispensable as a basis for superior sound

development. Acoustic and technical design go hand in hand here - for the best sound and a noble

appearance in your living room.

 

 



Highlights of the Smart Vento 3 S2
In the compact two-way bass reflex Smart Vento 3 S2 speakers, a high-performance driver with a 174 mm

titanium graphite diaphragm and a 25 mm dome tweeter with aluminum oxide ceramics, which is of the

highest quality in terms of both sound and technology, ensure a superior sound image. The wave surround

technology with multiple folded surrounds and the light as well as stiff membranes ensure an accurate

reproduction of the audio signals. In addition, the compact speaker design delivers enormously deep bass and

large dynamic reserves. Powerful Class D power amplifier modules provide 350 watts of power to each

speaker in the fully active Smart Vento 3 S2. Thanks to our signal transmission with 24-bit signal processing,

wireless transmission from speaker to speaker succeeds without interference and in the highest sound quality.

Setting up the speakers is particularly easy: connect your Smart Vento 3 S2 to a source device for music

playback and supply the speakers with power. That's all it takes for excellent music enjoyment - external

amplifiers or long speaker cables become obsolete. 

Ready for anything: Stereo or Home cinema
The Smart Vento 3 S2 are very easy to set up and spoil you with a decidedly elegant appearance as well as an

enormously good set of features. Numerous inputs are available for connecting a wide variety of source

devices: high-quality XLR and RCA jacks provide contact options for analog devices, plus digital variants in

optical and coaxial design. The USB-XMOS interface provides the best possible sound contact with computers.

Wirelessly via Bluetooth, our Smart Vento 3 S2 offer the highest sound fidelity in CD quality thanks to aptX



decoding. We equip the Smart Vento 3 S2 with analog and digital audio cables as well as power cords - for an

uncomplicated start to your music enjoyment. If you want to expand your system, additional Smart Vento

speakers including center and active subwoofer are available - so you can quickly expand to a powerful and

elegant home theater multi-channel system.

 



Type Active wireless compact speaker

Engineering Principle 2-Wege Bassreflexsystem

Systempower 350 Watt pro Lautsprecher

Frequency response 25...30.000 Hz

Crossover frequency 3.000 Hz

Tweeter 1 x 25 mm, Keramik

Connection

1 x Analogeingang (chinch)
1 x Bluetooth® 3.0 Schnittstelle (apt-X® Decodierung für Übertragung in CD Qualität)
1 x Digitaleingang (coaxial)
1 x Digitaleingang (optisch)
1 x USB-Eingang mit XMOS® Technologie
1 x XLR (Balanced)

Features

Mehrkanaltonformate: Dolby Audio®, DTS Digital Surround®
Internes Funknetzwerk zum verbinden mit weiteren Modellen der Smart Serie
Bluetooth® Funktechnologie
LED-Display
Virtual Surround für Stereo, Musik & Surround Sound
Virtual Center im 4.0 Heimkinobetrieb

Special Features

Kabellose Übertragung zwischen den Lautsprechern
Einfache Installation - ein Kabel zum TV-Gerät, ein Kabel zur Steckdose
Lautstärkeanpassung pro Lautsprecher
Einstellung des Hörabstands pro Lautsprecher
Voice Funktion - für bessere Sprachwiedergabe in Stereo & Surround
Equalizer - Anpassung an räumliche Gegebenheiten
Dynamic Range Control - Einstellung des Dynamikbereichs
Sleeptimer - Einstellen der Abschaltzeit
IR-Lernfunktion - steuerbar mit TV- / Systemfernbedienung
Eingang-Direkt Wahl - ideal für Systemfernbedienungen
IR-Löschfunktion - einfachstes Löschen ungewollter Lernfunktionen
Ein- und Ausschaltautomatik
Konfiguration der Eingänge – Inputumbenennung
LipSync Funktion - für exakte Sprachsynchronisation
Systemlautstärke - Einstellung des Maximalpegels
Werkseinstellungen wiederherstellen – Reset Funktion
Wireless Speaker Pairing - Koppeln der Funktlautsprecher
Bluetooth Select - Wählt BT-Eingang automatisch
Autoplay Funktion – Automatische Bluetooth®-Wiedergabe
USB Wiedergabe
Stoffabdeckung mit Magnethalterung

Warranty 2 Jahre

Dimensions (WxHxD) 22 x 40 x 30 cm

Weight 9,1 kg

Power consumption ECO/MAN: 0,5 Watt, NSB: 1,5 Watt (Werkseinstellung)



Carton Content

1 x Smart Vento 3 (Master)
1 x Smart Vento 3 S2 (Slave)
Fernbedienung
Netzkabel
Optisches digitales Audiokabel (1,5m)
Koaxiales digitales Audiokabel (1,5m)
Analoges Stereo Audiokabel (1,5m)
Bedienungsanleitung


